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Summary

Non-lethal weapons are originally meant to overpower a man for a short time, not causing any injuries of the body or any other health hazards. Thus, the bullets used in non-lethal weapons are described as non-penetrating. Yet, practice shows that the above assumptions are not always fulfilled and there are cases of gunshot wounds caused by non-lethal weapons when bullets or their parts penetrated the body. The authors of this report conducted experimental computer tomography (CT) examination of rubber and plastic bullets used in non-lethal weapons. Those bullets were attached to the surface of the abdominal cavity of the examined person. The results of the experimental examination proved that CT is, to some extent, an effective method of diagnosing gunshot wounds caused by non-lethal weapons with rubber bullets. Yet, to make those bullets evident in CT examination the parameters of the examination need to be corrected. The application of CT examination does not lead to the demonstration of little plastic bullets.

Introduction

To conduct the examination in the above work the CT radiological scan technique has been used. Such technique is based on the use of electromagnetic radiation emitted by short waves of high frequency X-radiation. The reduction of X-rays penetrating the human body is closely related to the wave length, the real atomic number of tissue constituents, density of the examined structure and the thickness of the examined object. The differences in the reduction of radiation after penetrating the body are reflected on the X-ray film, which in turn allows to differentiate tissues as well as foreign bodies. Contrary to classic X-ray examination, in CT examination the beam of X-rays, thanks to the rotation of the lamp, goes through examined layers at different angles, and the final picture is recorded in digital form. Owing to the digital recording of the data the distribution of shaded and
clear places visible in CT examination can be processed and transformed. There are two parameters usually used to process the CT picture: the window level and the window width [1; 2]. Depending on the aim of the examination those values can be altered so as to demonstrate the anatomical structures examined, air or foreign bodies. The general rules of CT operation described above lead to the assumption that rubber and plastic bullets might be visible in such examination.

**Aim**

The aim of this work is to decide whether it is possible to prove the presence of penetrating gunshot wounds caused by non-lethal weapons by applying standard CT examination reports, with no data about the possibility of such wounds available from case history.

**Materials and methodology**

In the examination bullets from the following non-lethal weapons have been used: 'Chrząszcz' (cylindrical rubber bullet 18.8mm in diameter), 'Bąk' (a single bullet 17mm in diameter), ‘Rój’ (15 rubber balls, each 8mm in diameter) and a plastic element – a concentrator from the ‘Rój’ bullet as well as plastic gun bullets 9 mm in diameter. Additionally, a shot bullet from a revolver cal. 38SPL, containing tiny leaden shot, has been used.

![Fig. 1. Types of the ammunition used in the examination](image)

The bullets have been attached to the surface of abdominal cavity of the examined person and the CT examination has been conducted. To stress the difference between the characteristics of a radiological picture of non-lethal weapons and ball cartridges also the metallic ball cartridges have been attached to the examined person.

Methodology and parameters of the examination:

- the examination of abdominal cavity has been conducted with the CT SOMATOM+ Siemens set; rubber and plastic bullets, ball cartridges and a plastic concentrator have been placed on the surface of the body and standard radiation exposure for abdominal cavity has been applied (120 kV, 240 mA), with the spiral technique; the layer thickness was pitch, and the remote control scan had parameters of W350, L50.

**Results**

CT examination of the abdominal cavity demonstrated rubber bullets and a plastic concentrator on the remote control scan, with parameters of the window W350 L50, at the same time not showing them in crosswise scans with parameters W300 L40.
The alteration of the above parameters led to the demonstration of rubber bullets and the concentrator in crosswise scans. The coefficient of radiation reduction for those bullets is within the range of 78 jH to 90 jH. Despite the alteration of the parameters the plastic bullets have not become noticeable.

Fig. 2. The remote control scan with visible rubber bullets and a plastic concentrator

Fig. 3. Crosswise scan of the abdominal cavity with a visible metallic bullet, without the rubber and plastic bullets being noticeable

Fig. 4. Crosswise scan of the abdominal cavity after the alteration of parameters, with a rubber bullet visible, without plastic bullets being evident
Gunshot wounds caused by non-lethal weapons are not very frequent; moreover, as they usually happen during times of riots, the victims often tend to hide the fact that they have been injured [3]. Consequently, doctors conducting the examination may not have any information about the possibility of the existence of such wounds and thus may not be aware of the need to search for non-metallic foreign bodies. Such assumption has been adopted by the authors of this work, who tried to use standard parameters for the examination. Although in the CT examination of abdominal cavity, with the application of standard parameters, the rubber bullets were visible only in the remote control scan, it is believed that this type of examination might be useful in examining cases similar to those discussed here. The picture from the remote control scan with evident foreign bodies oblige radiologists to change the parameters of the window and to search for foreign bodies in crosswise scans, as the bodies are not being noticeable while applying standard parameters. Unfortunately, even the alteration of the examination parameters does not lead to the demonstration of plastic bullets. In comparison with ball cartridges, which do not have to be searched for in the pictures as they are clearly visible, rubber bullets are much less visible and plastic ones are completely invisible. The radiation reduction coefficient of rubber bullets is considerably lower that the coefficient for ball cartridges. Thus, one has to be very careful and accurate to notice and describe such bullets, especially when there are no data about the possibility of gunshot wounds being caused by non-lethal weapons (which is usually the case in practice).

Conclusions

- The CT examination with standard parameters and in the remote control scan demonstrates rubber bullets and a large element of the bullet – a plastic concentrator. To make those foreign bodies visible in crosswise scans the parameters need to be altered.
- Plastic bullets were not visible in CT examination. Only a picture of one element of the bullet cal 12/70 – a concentrator – has been obtained. However, the concentrator is significantly bigger and heavier than plastic bullets.
- Bearing in mind the physical and chemical features of rubber bullets, and more importantly the coefficient of radiation reduction, the rubber bullets are rather faintly visible in CT examination when compared with metallic ball cartridges. Therefore, their diagnosis requires more effort and precision.
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